We propose our original system capable of autonomous design of general-purpose complex modular hybrid systems. The resulting hybrid systems will be able to employ various techniques of learning, decisionmaking, prediction etc. Presented topic is from Artificial Life domain, but contributes also to fields such as Artificial Intelligence, Biology, Computational Neuroscience, Ethology, Cybernetics and potentially into many other aspects of research. The autonomous design is implemented as an optimization of system topology with respect to given problem. The principle of design is based on modified neuro-evolution and can be compared to modular neural networks. One of the main requirements is standardization of communication between very different subsystems. Here, each subsystem -module implements arbitrary algorithm and is treated as a Multiple-Input Multiple-Output subsystem. First, the design of simulator used is described, then the basic principle of hybrid networks is explained with it benefits and drawbacks. Finally, simple example is mentioned.
INTRODUCTION
The main research focus of this paper lies in design of modular hybrid agent architectures. Until now, there is no superior architecture solving all possible tasks. Rather, agents are designed specifically for solving a particular problem in a given domain. Such agents are usually composed of some set of sub-systems. The selection of these subsystems and their interconnection is chosen by a human designer based on his knowledge and experience.
But the correct selection of particular modules and their connectivity is more and more complicated. Now, the research is composed from more and more isolated and specialized fields. It is very hard to track latest changes in more than one field and to maintain some general picture. Even though, it is obvious that there is some redundancy in particular approaches. For example there are the same problems solved by more abstract (e.g. Markov chains for sequence recognition (Fink 2003) ) or more biologically-plausible (e.g. neural-based sequence recognition (Wang and Arbib 1990; Nguyen et al. 2012; Wang and Tsai 1998; Murre et al. 1989) ) approaches. There is also redundancy how to solve the same problem between various research fields.
In many tasks, there is available some metric which says how good is a behaviour generated by the agent. Based on this metric (fitness), there is possible to design agent architectures by means of some optimization technique. There are many potential benefits of automatic design of modular systems.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Design methods can be generally divided into the following three primary groups:
• Knowledge based architecture (top down): Knowledge based architectures use knowledge to guide agent behaviour. Much of the debate regarding the role of knowledge within an agent aims on how it is represented within the context of the control system. Knowledge representations involve "physical structures which have correlations with aspects of the environment representation (relationship with the external world) and thus a predictive power (ability to predict from actual knowledge) for the system". Agent modules are functional blocks like planning, learning or perception blocks and the behaviours (avoid obstacles, identify object, explore the environment) emerge from the interaction of the modules.
• Behaviour based architecture (bottom up): behaviour based architectures build up the system of behaviour producing modules instead of functional, as is the case in knowledge based architectures. Agent modules are behaviours such as avoid obstacles, identify object, and explore the environment. The functions of the system (planning, learning and others) emerge from the interaction of these modules and the environment. The most important phenomenon of behaviour based architectures is emergent behaviour. Emergent behaviour implies a holistic capability where the sum is considerably greater than its parts. Emergence is the appearance of novel properties in whole system. Intelligence emerges of the components of the system (Kadleček and Nahodil 2001) .
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• Hybrid approach (combined): Hybrid architectures integrate a knowledge based component for planning and problem solving with behavioural components that produce robust performance in complex and dynamic domains. Strong evidence exists, that hybrid systems are found in biology, implying that they are compatible, symbiotic, and potentially suitable for use in agent control. The focus of research in this area lies in defining an interface between deliberation and reactivity, which is poorly understood so far. Hybrid models include hierarchical integration and coupled planning and reacting.
Artificial Neural Networks
Differences between Artificial Neural Networks and classical computation executed by computers are mentioned in various literature. We will only mention that von-Neumann type of computer implements from its principle deterministic computation based on exact data. The bottleneck of this architecture poses constraints to the maximum speed of computation. The fact that individual information have to be distinguished without errors causes consumption of considerable amount of energy. Also the second characteristic makes the architecture unfeasible for processing the real-world data. Compared to this, brain is computational system designed by evolution with the following requirements:
• highly power-efficient • highly robust against errors in hardware • works well with real world noisy data These requirements probably determined that the brain implements highly parallel type of computation, that the computation as well as memory is decentralized. We can see that these features are often direct opposite to von-Neumann architecture, so as to many computation models based on it.
There are several reasons why the Artificial Neural Networks are not used more widely, one of them is that neural networks often work as a black-boxes and we do not have methods to design networks of appropriate size. This is addressed in our work too.
Hybrid Networks
Hybrid networks combine top-down and bottom-up approaches in one network with heterogeneous nodes. Various classification schemes of hybrid systems have been proposed so far. According to (Wermter and Sun 2000) , there are three main types of hybrid systems. These are divided according to ways how the integration of symbolic and sub-symbolic systems are done. These are:
• Unified neural architectures -these systems rely solely on connectionist representations, but symbolic interpretations of nodes or links are possible. Often, a specific knowledge of the task is built into a unified neural architecture.
• Hybrid transformation architectures -transform symbolic representations into neural representations or vice versa. The main processing is performed by neural representations but there are automatic procedures for transferring neural representations to symbolic representations or vice versa.
• Hybrid modular architectures -contain both symbolic and neural modules appropriate to the task. Here, symbolic representations are not just initial or final representations as in a transformation architecture. This paper proposes approach which designs naturally the third one -Hybrid modular architectures. Based on modules used, the resulting modular systems can be also of another type (e.g. network of only subsymbolic systems).
Evolutionary Design of Hybrid Networks
One of the most challenging goals of our research still remains to propose efficient Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) for design of networks composed of MIMO systems. In case of design networks with no constraints on topology, the space of possible solutions grows extremely fast. Nowadays, there are many solutions how to pose constraints on the topology, so the problem becomes feasible for EAs (Fekiac et al. 2011) . As a good example can be mentioned Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) (Fišer et al. 2010 ) used for automatical design of logic circuits. Other useful method for design of hybrid networks is called Multi-Layered Iterative Algorithm of Group Method Data Handling (MIA-GMDH), a modification of original GMDH (Ivakhnenko 1970) . In (Kordík 2006) , the modification of MIA GMDG, called Group of Adaptive Models Evolution (GAME) is used for evolutionary design of feed-forward hybrid neural networks. However, all these methods employ only Multiple-Input Single-Output (MISO) neurons (subsystems).
OUR APPROACH
There are many benefits provided our approach to hybridization of Artificial Neural Networks. These range from comparison of performance between various subsystems, better general overview of available approaches and potentially autonomous research in the future. Also, there are many requirements posed by our approach, these main requirements will be described in the following sub-sections.
Reusable Modules
It is very time-consuming to re-implement outcomes of a particular research. It would be easier to test and publish resulting algorithms or systems in a reusable manner. In situation when researchers will share actual working prototypes of their work, the speed of research can be highly increased. Requirements for system which allows us to reuse work are mainly:
In such a system, particular modules published by various researchers can be interconnected together in one working system. In the field of robotics, these requirements are already addressed by system called Robotic Operating System (ROS) (Quigley et al. 2009 ). We do not see the reason why this system should not be used more broadly, at least also in AI or ALife research.
Unified Communication
Despite the unification of communication on some level, different modules of very different complexity typically use very different types of communications. However, our autonomous design of modular systems poses even more challenging requirement: to use one type of communication in the entire system.
Since it is known that an arbitrary function can be approximated by feed-forward neural network with only one hidden layer (Cybenko 1989; Hornik et al. 1989) , it can be assumed that any behaviour of arbitrary complexity can be build by means of neural networks with more complex topologies and/or more complex models of neurons.
Therefore the neural networks can be seen as theoretical way how to build an arbitrary system. Based on this fact, we adopt neural-based communication in our design of systems. The resulting modular networks can be compared to modular neural networks (Auda and Kamel 1999) , where each subsystem (module) is represented by Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) system.
HYBRID MODULAR SYSTEMS
We define a hybrid modular system as a network of interconnected modules in a given topology. These modules communicate by means of defined connections. As mentioned earlier, there is no common communication language for all types of subsystems. Therefore the "language" used by ANNs was used in the entire system. Because of similarities with neurons, these subsystems are called neural modules. Typical neural module is implemented as a black-box with m inputs and m outputs, this can be seen in 1. In order to reuse many current implementations of systems, the ROS nodes are used here. The Fig.2 depicts how messages from ROS node are translated in modem into "language of ANNs". In current implementation, each connection represents one value of primitive type float, ideally in range val = −1; 1 . Modem is used for modulating and demodulating this signal from/into ROS messages.
The drawback of this encoding is in the fact that encoding of more complex data types requires many neural connections. There are many techniques for autonomous design of ANN topologies. Many of them also try to deal with many connections in the networks. So this problem will be dealt with in the future by finding the appropriate encoding for these networks. The main requirements are:
• Ability to efficiently represent large numbers of connections
• Ability to represent connections of MIMO nodes.
The main advantage of such hybrid approach is in combining top-down and bottom-up approaches tightly together. It deals with one of the biggest drawbacks of ANNs: by adding (top-down designed) a subsystem of known structure, the resulting network becomes a grey-box. On the other hand, the top-down systems empowers with the main benefits of ANNs, such is robustness.
Moreover: the user can choose how much top-down and how much bottom-up architecture wants to design. This is done simply by providing more or less complex neural modules to the algorithm.
THE SIMULATOR NENGOROS
The simulator of complex modular hybrid systems has to be able to simulate systems of various complexities and levels of abstraction, ranging from Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to pure symbolic approaches. For these purposes we decided to combine two current software tools into one simulator, called NengoRos.
Nengo
The first component is large-scale neural networks simulator called Nengo (available at nengo.ca). This simulator supports various types of neurons, both of second and third generation (Maass 1996) , even in one simulation. Also modularity in networks is well supported. Design of networks in this simulator is based on Neural Engineering Framework (NEF) (Eliasmith and Anderson 2003) , but standard design of ANNs can be used too. The Fig.3 shows an example neural-circuit implemented in Nengo simulator.
Robotic Operating System
In order to be able to integrate ANN simulation with more abstract subsystems contained in modules, the Robotic Operating System was selected (available at ros.org). ROS is a decentralized software tool to simulate modular systems, mainly for purposes of robotic Fig. 3 . Example of neural-based system in Nengo. The system contains three neural ensembles, 10, Example of neural-based system in Nengo. The system contains three neural ensembles, two represent input value and the third one computes the sum research. Modules (nodes) run in own processes and communicate by means of messages over peer-to-peer network. Each module can publish/subscribe to arbitrary type of predefined messages, see Fig.4 . 
MODIFICATION OF WEIGHT MATRIX ENCODING
For the rudimentary testing of new simulator of hybrid systems, it was decided to show one of the advantages of hybrid networks. It is a smaller number of connections between modules, compared to classical ANN.
Weight Matrix Encoding
The simplest encoding, based on a matrix containing the connection weights, was chosen. The form of matrix is depicted in the Fig.5 .
The matrix contains weights between neurons represented by real-values in a given range. This matrix can be encoded in a linear chromosome by concatenating particular lines. Standard EA can be then used to modify this chromosome -to search through the space of possible connections.
Modified Encoding for a Hybrid System
We need to modify this encoding in order to be able to use it for systems with MIMO nodes. While neural Example of weight-matrix encoding ANN with twodimensional input, one-dimensional output and 5 neurons module have m inputs and n outputs in general. In the simplest case, it is possible to represent each input/output of module as one neuron and use standard encoding described earlier. As can be seen in the Fig.7 , it is necessary to hold only upper triangle matrix. Decoding then has three parts:
• Make undirected connections according to matrix • Change connection directions so they match inputs/outputs
• Discard invalid edges.
In this encoding, and invalid edge connects input with input or output with output, see Fig.7 . The obvious benefit is that we do not need so big matrix when connecting MIMO systems. The length of chromosome which encodes the topology with N modules is:
and:
where k is number of nodes in the network, IN is number of inputs, OU T is number of outputs and k OU T k is sum of all outputs for all neural modules. The drawback is that (in order to get unambiguous encoding) each single neuron has to be represented by its separate input and output in the matrix. This means that in case of encoding only simple ANN (where m = 1 and n = 1 for all modules), the chromosome will be twice long as in normal, matrix based encoding.
EXPERIMENTS
In order to gain some proof of our concept, a simple experiment was concluded. In this experiment, we compare performance of evolutionary algorithm designing standard (homogenous) ANN with EA designing hybrid modular network. Complexity of both networks (number of connections between nodes) will be similar, but the hybrid network will include a priory knowledge inside one neural module. This experiment should show that complexity of a modular system can be partially encapsulated by neural modules, therefore a design of these hybrid systems is simpler, compared to ANN.
Here, as depicted in the Fig.8 , the EA optimizes parameters of a network in order to approximate behavior of a plant. Fitness function of network is computed as inverse of Means Squared Error (MSE) from one simulation. Topology of both networks was set to fully recurrent, so the EA searches just for optimal weights between nodes in the network (inside the NN-based model - Fig.8 ). Presented results are concluded from 10 runs of EA. In this case, the plant implements simple Fuzzy OR function, which is described by the equation: 
Evolution of ANN-based Model
The first part is in finding the weights in classical ANN. This model of network of 3rd generation uses Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) models of neurons (which is often used in emerging new HW platforms (Galluppi et al. 2010) ). Neurons of third generation communicate with series of spikes between them. Input signal to the network is converted into spikes and output of the network is converted from spikes to realvalued variable. ANN is composed of N = 4 hidden neurons, two input neurons and one output neuron. Since the EA uses matrix-based encoding, this results of vector of real-valued numbers of length l = 28.
In the Fig.9 we can see the final setup of the experiment in the NengoRos simulator: signal generator feeds random, two-dimensional signal into the plant and a sub-network. In the sub-network (on the bottom), the particular dimensions are separated, converted into spikes and connected to the population of spiking neurons. Weighted signal from hidden neurons is fed into output neuron, where is converted into real-valued output signal. The graph in the Fig.10 shows a course of fitness value of the best network in the population.
Evolution of Hybrid ANN Model
Here, the model is composed according to our framework of hybrid modular networks. These networks can include selected MIMO modules. Obviously it is important which modules we use in order to solve some task. This model should prove that correct choice of modules can speed up the design of architecture and improve its results.
We are introducing neural module which implements "Fuzzy OR", this means that our hybrid network is able to use model of the plant directly. This hybrid network uses our modified weight-based encoding. In order to acquire similar complexity of model parameters, the number of neurons is selected to N = 2. According to Fig. 9 . Example of hybrid modular system -recurrent ANN of third generation tries to approximate plant the eq.1, the length of genome is slightly higher than in case of classical ANN: l = 32. The rest of experiment setup is identical to the previous simulation, our neural module can be also connected in this fully recurrent architecture. The graph in the Fig.11 shows that evolution of the hybrid model was able to produce significantly better approximation of plant than classical ANN-based model.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented our approach to designing agent architectures based on hybrid modular systems. First, we defined requirements for such a system. Then we built simulator of these systems, so we are now able to test new methods of neuro-evolution. These methods will have to be able to compactly represent topologies with general MIMO subsystems. First version of such encoding was tested on small example network. We hope that our approach will enable us to automatically design modular architectures specially for on a given task. Also, such designer could combine current subsystems (neural modules) into new, so far unexplored combinations which exhibit interesting and potentially useful behavior.
The main challenge for the future work stays in finding the suitable representation of network topology. The main benefits of our approach are in combining top-down and bottom-up approaches while designing modular architectures. Now, the user can choose how robust and parallel, and how synoptical and efficient system to design. This can be done by providing specific neural modules.
